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My name is LA Rich. I?m the 
head of Global Money World. 
When I first started this 
journey it started off as just 
an indie label that was 
meant to showcase 
underground talent, but 
what it has become is 
something so much more. 
This all came in to motion 
when my brother Fresh 
recommended the website 
for the label, should have a 
weekly blog. 

"YOU CAN'T SEE ME I'M A 
ROCKSTAR

That weekly blog became a daily thing. A multiple times per 
day thing. The further I got with it, the further I wanted to go 
and show my love for this thing called music. The driving 
motivation for this has been to help artists all over shine to the 
fullest, no matter what style. If it?s super dope we want to 
showcase. This has opened so many doors and it?s only right 
we expand this vision to our newest magazine Global America. 
A magazine highlighting Rock, Pop, and EDM music. If you?re 
checking this out thank you, and I hope you find enjoyment 
from the incredible talent including our special cover artist, 
FLAVIA who embodies the change we hope to make in the 
world. Stay Global my Friends!



f r eeda beast  -  make up

connect  wit h f r eeda beast  on inst agr am
https://www.instagram.com/freeda_beast/

Music is all about being creative. Showing the world how special 
your mind and style is to create records they fall in love with. As 
much as music can be a copycat trendy thing, it?s still the music 
made by creatives and innovators that moves everything 
forward. An duo that has that special creative thing is Freeda 
Beast with the new song ?Make Up?.

Freeda Beast has something special that you can?t turn away 
from for a second on the new song ?Make Up?. Freeda dares to 
do something great and creates something beyond words, on 
this one of a kind record with Electronic and Trap elements all 
over. It?s a record that is infectious and will have you listening 
repeatedly, with an incredible display of music you have to 
enjoy.

Freeda Beast?s ?Make Up? is amazing music that shows what 
happens when an artist decides to let their creativity shine. It?s a 
standout song with unlimited replay value that you will be 
hearing from fans all over the world. 



anaimane -  uninvit ed

True musicianship and singing has always been our favorite to 
post. All of that and more is what you from the super talented 
Anaimane on her new song ?Uninvited?.

Anaimane showcases her must hear talent on her new big 
record ?Uninvited?. The songwriting is incredible and the thing 
of hits on this record that is powerful and makes statement. 
The lyrics are delivered perfectly with a strong performance 
that takes it to a star level that the world can love and enjoy 
when they hear it.

Anaimane?s ?Uninvited? is nothing short of amazing and is 
definitely a song that you will want to keep on repeat and 
show others. The talent shines through as she creates a 
musical masterpiece and hits the mark in every facet of music.

connect  wit h Anaimane on Twit t er  and 
inst agr am

https://www.twitter.com/anaimaneet/

https://www.instagram.com/anaimaneet



madame gahndi -  see me 
t hr u

There?s many reasons to fall in love with music and an artist a 
like. Especially when an artist just has something special. 
Something that you can?t put your finger on, but you know you 
are hearing something beyond amazing, and something you 
can?t just hear from anyone. That?s what Madame Gandhi does 
with her new song ?See Me Thru?.

Madame Gandhi will make a fan out of you with her new song 
?See Me Thru?. The song itself is super hard to even come to 
words to talk about, due to the awe and amazement it leaves 
you in. The approach is brilliant and has a vocal approach that 
is truly unique and captivating. The production is creative and 
a special class of it?s own, as everything connects to create a 
masterpiece.

Madame Gandhi?s ?See Me Thru? is a must hear record, from a 
must hear talent. She exudes musical greatness, as her daring 
approach and willingness to take chances, pays off majorly to 
create this incredible record. If you want to hear something 
beyond special, then listen to her now!

connect  wit h madam gahndi on t wit t er  
and inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/MadameGandhi

https://www.instagram.com/MadameGandhi/



pax  Par adie auxil l ar y x 
r oxen -  over  and over

With so much music coming out present day, it makes it hard to 
get to everything. With so much out there an artist or group, 
has to be really impressive to make you want to keep listening. 
With that being said, who is as impressive as PAX and Roxen. A 
ultra talented collab who gives you supreme music skill, with 
their new song "Over and Over", you wont be able to turn it off. 

PAX and Roxen creativity is on full bloom on their new song 
"Over and Over". The song writing is the thing of mega hits and 
is amazing in it 's articulation, as anything you will hear from any 
part of the world. 

The vocal performance by Roxen is perfect and pays off in 
major ways, with a style that grabs you instantly and, delivers 
everything you need to hear over this bright impressive 
production.

PAX and Roxen "Over and Over" is that special style of music 
that keeps people dancing all night. They are amazing in their 
execution, and delivers a musical masterpiece that the world 
should cherish. Everything is high quality and it makes for audio 
bliss from, as soon as you hit play till the song is over.

connect  wit h pax auxil l ar y par adise and 
r oxen on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/pax_paradise_auxiliary/

https://www.instagram.com/isroxen/



mor r ison -  9 l ives

The power of music is truly infinite. It?s a tool that can truly 
change the world, spark thoughts, or be that friend in need 
whenever you need it. If you?re an artist it?s important to 
understand that and treat it with the most care, because there?s 
no telling the effect you can have on the listener. The ultra 
talented MORRISON understands this to perfection with the song 
?9 Lives?.

The new song from MORRISON is a work of art that shows just 
how powerful music can be, on ?9 Lives?. The songwriting is truly 
brilliant, and soulful to the point you can call it the gospel, as you 
can feel every word being spoken. The way MORRISON puts 
power in the vocal approach, makes you feel everything so much 
more, with everything clicking over this amazing production that 
makes this record a must hear.

The song ?9 Lives? from MORRISON is what you get, when an 
artist is honest and truly daring in their approach. Baring your 
soul to the world is never an east feat, but her willingness to put 
herself out there, makes this a brave piece of art that pays off 
majorly for this special kind of talent, that the world should know.

connect  wit h mor r ison on t wit t er
https:// twitter.com/MMorrisonMusic



miil l ie mesh -  cont r ol

Good music helps you get through in life. That music you hear 
and makes you want to stand up and do something with 
yourself. That music you can feel and builds you up. That?s the 
type of music Miillie Mesh gives you on the new song 
?Control?.

Miilie Mesh craft together a record that wastes no time 
engaging you with her new song ?Control? that grabs you in 
instantly. Her talent is in another stratosphere with an 
innovative sound, that you will never want to turn off. The 
production is truly amazing on ?Control? with the songwriting 
and vocal performance, delivering the perfect color to this 
brilliant art piece she gives the listener

Miillie Mesh?s ?Control? sounds like a record with unlimited 
potential with everything abut this record being truly master 
class. The sound is one of a kind, the songwriting is meant for 
the masses, and the vocal performance is ready for the world 
to take in and enjoy.

connect  wit h miil l ie mesh on t wit t er  and 
inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/MiillieMesh

https://www.instagram.com/miilliemesh/



komanda -  wit h me

A question with so many different answers is ?What makes a 
record special??. What elements come together to just make a 
certain record stand out or something you connect to. There 
are so many factors but some records you just know, this 
doesn?t come around everyday. That type of music Komanda 
has on their new record ?With Me?.

Komanda makes the ultimate jam with their new song ?With 
Me?. It?s a record packed with grooves and sex appeal that 
make you move. The music is undeniably engaging. As soon 
as you hit play it grabs you for an enjoyable experience that 
can bring bright lights to your darkest days. With everyone in 
the house, this record brings the party to you in a major way.

Komanda?s ?With Me? is that fun music that makes everything 
feel fresh. It?s a record that allows it self to be taken in by the 
masses in a great way, to just simply make an enjoyable 
experience that the world deserves to be apart of.

connect  wit h komanda on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/komandamusica/



pagu -  what  us missing

One of our favorite things to hear in music is innovation. That 
thing where you can here in the music, that the artist is daring 
to be next level. It?s that feeling of knowing you?re hearing 
something special that makes you become attached to the 
music. What Pagu is able to capture on ?What Ur Missing? is 
beyond words.

Pagu creates a superstar sound that is truly mesmerizing with 
his new song ?What Ur Missing?. This talented artist doesn?t 
give you a chance to decide if you like it or not, with this record 
that instantly grabs you and takes you on a journey packed 
with creativity and innovation, that puts it in a class of it?s own. 
The production is stellar as well as the vocal performance, with 
great songwriting that knocks it out the park.

Pagu?s ?What Ur Missing? is one of the best songs we?ve heard 
in a long time. The level of musicianship is undeniable and can 
only be admired and appreciated from critics and fans alike.

connect  wit h pagu on t wit t er  and 
inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/pagu_official

https://www.instagram.com/pagu_music/



pr oducer  spot l ight  -  
Huesie

What makes music incredible is what it captures. What 
pictures it creates or experience it gives to the listener. That 
special thing where you listen and just know this is next level, 
as the music feels so creative and abstract in it?s approach it?s 
easy to get lost in and hope to never come back from what 
you?re hearing. Huesie does that on his song ?Miami 88?. A 
stellar display of audio that you can?t deny. He was gracious 
enough to take time to answer some questions for us. The 
spotlight is on Huesie!

connect  wit h Huesie on inst agr am 
https://www.instagram.com/huesiemusic/



Who is Huesie t he Producer?

I?m still trying to figure out who I am musically, and I think so far I?m best summed up by what I?m 
not: someone who sticks to convention. It?s been quite interesting to make tracks combining 
elements from multiple styles only to find that the end result doesn?t quite fit within any of its 
?parent? genres. I?ll take a trap song and add vintage synths or jazz drum rolls, or throw some 
Indian rhythms into lofi hip hop.

How did you get  int o producing?

I wanted to get into DJing but didn?t know how it was done (i.e. with decks, beat matching, harmonic 
transitions), so I did my best putting songs end to end in GarageBand for party mixes, which was 
my intro to audio production. After a copy of Logic Pro fell into my lap a few years ago by 
happenstance, the rest became history!

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

I switched over to Ableton Live after spending a while in Logic and I much prefer the former. I?m very 
visual, so Ableton?s UI and ability to manipulate clips makes things way faster and more intuitive. 
Their stretching algorithms are also the cleanest I?ve worked with (Complex all the way!). 

What ?s your  creat ive process for  creat ing ?Miam i 88??

I?ve always had this nostalgia for the glamor and cheesiness of the 80s, which is embodied by 
synthwave and related genres.

With everything that?s going on I began to really miss driving around at night by myself, so I wanted 
to make a track that someone might put on while cruising down the Vegas strip at midnight. When I 
got to working on the drops, I decided to throw in some dubstep and cyberpunk influences to take 
the energy to the next level. 

What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on?

The answer changes, because it?s usually whatever I?m working on at the moment. But ?Miami 88? 
was particularly fun because this was my first time mixing vocals. It?s a whole different game when 
you?ve got vocal elements you have to make room for sonically and musically.

Which ar t ist  would you love t o collab w it h and why?

Flume or RL Grime, because it was at their shows when I first felt my passion for creating electronic 
music taking hold. 

What ?s next  for  Huesie?

Honing into my signature sound and staying true to myself without spreading my audience too thin. 
For now it looks like the main focus will be on synthwave, trap/EDM, and lofi, so plenty more of all 
that!



pr oducer  spot l ight  -  al ex 
nauva

Music was made for many different reasons, with one of the 
most being creativity. Being able to create sounds we?ve never 
heard of, with music that takes us on a journey to what we?ve 
been missing is a special thing. Music is always full of trends 
but true musicians innovate and that?s what Alex Nauva does 
on his new song ?Vivid?, an incredible music piece the world 
should hear. Alex was gracious enough to take some time to 
answer some questions for us. The spotlight on Alex Nauva.

connect  wit h al ex nauva on inst agr am 
and f acebook

https://www.instagram.com/o.g.m.h/

https://www.facebook.com/alexnauva/



Who is Alex Nauva t he Producer?

I am a Swiss twenty-something musician and producer. I?m mainly known to be the frontman of 
the Indie Pop/Shoegaze band OGMH, but I work as a solo artist too. My solo stuff is somewhere 
between Dream Pop and Synthwave. Right now my newest EP ?Yume? just got released.

How did you get  int o producing?

I have no idea. I somehow just tumbled into it. I?ve been making music for as long as I can 
remember and somehow I have always been the one setting up all the technical stuff so music can 
be made. In all the recordings I did working with other producers I was always the one overseeing 
the entire process and learning how to record and produce music, even though this wasn?t my goal 
in the first place. So when I decided to start my solo project, I wanted to keep it as DIY as possible. 
This means I started recording and mixing music on my own, using the knowledge I learned while 
observing other producers and hence growing my own skills as a producer my self. So here I 
am. Producing.

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

I work with Ableton Live for the simple reason that I use it as a tool in live shows as well. Back in 
the day, when I was just starting off, I used Garage Band and Logic. I know there are even better 
DAWs than Ableton Live, for example Pro Tools, but since I started producing on Ableton, I have 
never felt the need to change softwares.

What ?s your  creat ive process for  creat ing ?Vivid??

?Vivid? was an accident. I never planned on creating this track. I was playing around with different 
reverb and delay VSTs and a synth arpeggio. I was just sitting there for hours and playing around 
with the parameter always playing this synth in a loop. So the melody got burned into my mind, 
that I had to get rid of it by making a track out of it.

What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on?

The album ?Void? which I did with my band OGMH. During this project I worked with another 
producer who recorded and mixed the whole thing, since I had to focus on the different 
instrumental and vocal parts. But I still had a consulting role in the whole production process. So I 
would sit there with my producer friend and create the whole album trying out new sounds and 
techniques.

Which ar t ist  would you love t o collab w it h and why?

I?d love to collab with George Clanton. He has been a source of inspiration for my solo project. I 
also think he would be a good hang. He seems pretty chill.

What ?s next  for  Alex Nauva?

Right now I?m in the promo process of my new EP ?Yume? that just came out. And during this 
global lock down I somehow need to plan a cool release show online. And I still have a lot of 
unfinished tracks that didn?t make it on the EP. So I?m thinking of releasing a couple of those as 
b-side singles.



pr oducer  spot l ight  -
PC Muñoz 

One of the most refreshing things about hearing music is 
creativity. Music that is layered in amazing ideas, that you can 
hear running wild out of the speakers. It?s that type of music 
that is super fun to enjoy and when we heard PC Muñoz new 
song ?Dollar Store Steak? we had to know more. He was 
gracious enough to bless us with an interview talking about 
his work. The spotlight is on PC Muñoz.

connect  wit h PC Muñoz

pcmunoz.com

pcmunoz.bandcamp.com

facebook.com/pcmunoz



Who is PC Muñoz t he Producer?

I?m a big believer in pursuing an original sound, and in letting improvisation and aleatoric processes come 
into play while creating. Also, I?m not a purist. I love working with live, virtuosic musicians and I also love beat 
programming, apps, and toy instruments.

How did you get  int o producing?

I think it has to do with being a drummer. From the drummer?s chair you gain a keen sense of structure, 
dynamics, and momentum ?  all important things in the big picture of producing. People started asking me 
to help with production after my first few albums ?  I guess they could hear a specific approach.

In the mid-2000s I was on the production staff at a record label in San Francisco, Talking House. I produced a 
number of artists there, and one of those projects, ?Strange Toys? by the composer/cellist Joan Jeanrenaud, 
was nominated for a GRAMMY. I went on to make two more albums with Joan and a lot of people heard 
about me through those projects as well as my solo work.

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

I get asked this a lot.  I prefer to work in studios, and typically for electronic stuff, I use ProTools. I build tracks 
right in ProTools ?  I don?t have or use an MPC. I?ll use several sound libraries, and when creating beats or 
grooves I almost always add live, non-electronic percussion to the track. I like to explore different apps like 
iMaschine for idea generation as well. At home I use GarageBand to sketch ideas that I will later flesh out in 
the studio.

What ?s your  creat ive process for  creat ing ?Dollar  St ore St eak??

Like the rest of the world I?m on lock down here in San Francisco and unable to get to a studio. So this track 
was exploring how I could achieve the sounds I?m looking for with the minimalist recording situation 
(electronics, one mic, no outboard gear,) I have at home. I knew I wanted to make something funky, loose, 
and not as word-heavy as my usual stuff. I was thinking about Parliament?s ?Flashlight? and disco songs like 
?The Hustle? where there are occasional words but not a typical lead vocal. 

I was inspired by working with the iKaossilator and started layering all kinds of parts in GarageBand ? both 
electronically and acoustically (live cymbals, shakers, etc.). I sent those tracks to my colleague Willie Samuels 
(who is also here in California) to mix in ProTools, and then Chuck Zwicky mastered the track in his 
Manhattan studio. I could not have recorded or released this track without modern communications 
technology!

What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on?

I always say ?the next one??  that?s always true.

Which ar t ist  would you love t o collab w it h and why?

I?d love to work with Kishi Bashi ?  I think he?s really inventive and we have some significant things in 
common. I?d also like to work with Miley Cyrus; I like her technical ability and open-mindedness quite a bit. I?d 
love to play a gig or make some kind of record with Archie Shepp; he?s an important figure for me.

What ?s next  for  PC Muñoz?

Music-wise, I have quite a few collab tracks in the queue, and I?m working on an exciting joint project, Black 
Pacific, with my RIGHTSTARTER partner, the rapper DEM ONE. On the personal tip, like everybody else I?m just 
trying to safe and well and am looking forward to being able to go out with my family and friends again.



ar t ist  spot l ight  -  pocket s 
xo

Finding talent is something we take very seriously and treat 
with the upmost care. Being selective in who we attach to the 
brand. It takes someone special to stand out and when we 
heard Pockets XO, we knew without a doubt she was 
something special. She has an infectious personality and 
undeniable presence to her music, that when you hear her 
you know without a doubt, this type of gem doesn't come 
around every day. It was her special touch that made us have 
to add her to the Global Money Family. Pockets XO took some 
time to answer some questions for us. Check out the 
interview.

connect  wit h pocket s xo on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/pocketsxo



Who is Pocket s XO t he ar t ist ?

Pockets XO is an artist that is open minded, strong willed, & opinionated, and it definitely shows 
in the music. I do music because there are no guidelines, no rules, and no limitations. Pockets XO 
is an artist that is going to surpass the ideal singer/songwriter by mixing different genres and 
changing the structure of how songs are written.

Who are som e of  t he inf luences and how do you incorporat e t hat  int o t he m usic?

My biggest influences is Micheal Jackson, Prince, SRV, and Marvyn Gaye, and Billie Eilish 

Was t here a pivot al m om ent  where knew you want ed t o do m usic ser iously? If  so 
when?

My pivotal moment was when I realized I was able to cover famous songs, but I sang them on 
completely different beats, with a completely different style, but same melodies and words. I 
realized I was very in tune with instrumentals and my the way my voice fluctuates throughout the 
song 

What  is t he biggest  t h ing you want  people t o t ake away f rom  your  m usic?

Music is freedom. It resembles our individuality and it brings people together in the worst of 
times. Music should be shared and more collaborations should be put into play among other 
artists, no matter how famous, or how rich, music is something that is universal. 

If  had t o give advice t o som eone want ing t o pursue m usic, what  would it  be?

Consistency is KEY. Do not give up. Message everyone, EVERY day. If you keep focus and stay in 
your lane when it comes to what you?re able to do and what you don?t have enough resources to 
do. If you?re a rapper/singer, be sure to perfect your craft before moving on to maybe 
producing/promoting. And vice versa. 

What ?s next  for  Pocket s XO?

I hope to plan an album and single release date within the next year, and hopefully in 2-3 years 
have a tour set up so I can finally share my songs to the world





Music is so many things. Something that is 
powerful and can be so inspirational. It?s 
artist who understand this power that 
changes the world. FLAVIA understands the 
power of music and delivers a masterpiece 
with the new video ?THEM? that was released 
on March 31st, the Trans Day of Visibility. It?s 
a video that is empowering and has a 
message for all. FLAVIA was gracious enough 
to take to answer some questions for us. 
Below is the interview.

al l  eyes on f l aVIA

connect  wit h f l avia on t wit t er  
and inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/FLAVIAspeaks

https:// twitter.com/flaviaspeaks



Who is FLAVIA t he ar t ist ?

Well I grew up in Ireland and Italy, though I currently live in L.A. I?m a queer artist, and activist. 
Most of my activism comes through my music in some capacity. I think music has the power to 
change the world, and I feel like my purpose on this earth is to ?heal your heart with my pain?. I 
feel lucky enough to have music and my art as an outlet to deal with and process my emotions, 
and I want to use that to strengthen and heal others around me.

When I create music, it?s really important for me to make art that positively impacts people, that 
can bring us all closer together, even from a distance.

Who are som e of  t he inf luences and how do you incorporat e t hat  int o t he m usic?

I listen to so much music but when it comes to how that music influences me, I?m more of a 
sponge. I feel like I take it all in and it gets processed subconsciously and then somehow those 
influences come through in my music without me being consciously aware. I have such deep love 
and appreciation of all kinds of music but I really love lyrics and melody and digging deep into 
what an artist has to say.

I think that?s why it?s important to me that my music has a profound message behind it. All my 
songs have been attached to an important cause whether it was anti-bullying, my coming out as 
Queer, or standing as an ally to trans people for trans rights.

What  was your  favor it e par t  of  creat ing your  new  song and video ?THEM??

This is almost an impossible question. Every step of the process was so different, and gratifying in 
different ways. I wrote the song in a few hours with some pals of mine: Katie Hargrove, Aaron 
Berton and Matt Crawford. After that I finished producing it over time with Matt & Aaron, who I 
co-produce a lot of my music with. The song kept coming to life more and more until it was 
finished. We knew we had something special. After that I brought it to my creative visual partner, 
Basil Mironer, who directed the music video.

It took us weeks to put together a project of this magnitude. It was an almost 60 person cast and 
crew which I had never come even close to for any of my past music videos. It was an entirely 
trans/gender nonconforming/non-binary cast. Bringing almost 50 of the most diverse, beautiful 
humans together into a room and creating a safe space and sense of community was probably 
one of the most rewarding parts of this entire process. I am truly grateful for all the people that 
came together to make this video possible.



How did you know it  was t im e t o drop ?THEM??

It?s not so much that I finally knew it was time, it was more that my personal experiences dictated 
that it was time. Several months prior to the release of ?Them? I had started dating someone that 
identified as trans/non-binary. That relationship was the direct inspiration for this song, and it 
was through my time with them that I became much more aware of how mis/underrepresented 
trans people were in popular media. I wanted to work to change that. Though the song, ?Them?, 
was inspired by a trans-masculine person, which is reflected in the lyrics, the video?s intentions 
were to be inclusive of the entire trans/gender nonconforming/non-binary community.

Through my time with this person, I learned how powerful language truly is, and how impactful a 
word choice can be for someone. Whether it?s delineating between the use of ?chest? instead of 
?breasts?, or using someone?s correct pronouns, it can be the tiniest shift in our language that 
makes someone feel seen, validated and respected.

What  is t he biggest  t h ing you want  people t o t ake away f rom  your  m usic?

My hope is that people will connect with this song/video and feel seen, understood, loved, or less 
alone because of it. That it will bring people together and help everyone realize that we?re all 
united in the fact that we are beautifully diverse human beings. We all deserve to feel seen and 
celebrated for exactly who we are.What?s next for FLAVIA?I?m working on an EP to be released in 
June for Pride month! All the music is centered around queer songs. Hopefully we?ll be out of 
quarantine just in time for us all to emerge as beautiful butterflies and celebrate the LGBTQ+ 
community together! 

What ?s next  for  FLAVIA?

I?m working on an EP to be released in June for Pride month! All the music is centered around 
queer songs. Hopefully we?ll be out of quarantine just in time for us all to emerge as beautiful 
butterflies and celebrate the LGBTQ+ community together! 
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